The New Living Glow Battery Backup Light
Bulbs (Model: CP-BL02-9WELN)
Read complete instructions before use.

New features

Works in Multi-socket fixtures & lamps Sleek design to fit in any lamp or fixture
Battery Backup Mode Dimmable
Option for Longer Battery Life when the power is out
Breathable Air Holes, allows air flow to the bulb battery.

*Battery power in bulb is not at 100% out of the box, please fully charge the battery in the
bulb for 10-12 hours for optimal performance*

Sync Instructions for multi-socket usage

This is for the first time use only and to make the bulbs turn on and off at the same time, and so that none
of the bulbs turn back on when you turn your light switch off.

1.First turn the light switch off.
2.Screw your Living Glow bulbs into ANY multi-socket lamp or fixture. (This bulb will not work with any
other dimmable or battery back up bulb)
3.If the bulbs are all off, this means they are already synced and there should be no need to do sync
setting. If any bulb remains on, this means they are not synced, please follow syncing instructions
below.
4.Keep light switch OFF before syncing, to sync the bulbs, turn your light switch ON and
then OFF without delay(in less than 1 second).
5.Then leave the light switch OFF for 5 seconds.
6.This should make all the lights be in sync, and turn on and off at the same time.
7.If all the bulbs are still not syncing, please repeat this process 1 or 2 more times depending on fixture
wiring.
8.Once the bulbs are synced you will NOT need to repeat this process any more, bulbs have memory
function, remember your last choice. If you take out bulbs from multi socket fixture and then install back,
please follow above sync instructions at first time of use.

Instructions for everyday use and charging
1. Leave the lamp or light fixture ON to charge. (Approximately 10-12 hours to fully charge)
2. It is okay to charge the bulb and remove it for later use, just make sure to charge it once every few

months to ensure it is fully charged when you need it.

3. When the power goes out and you would like to use your battery backup light bulb, the lamp or fixture

will need to be plugged in and turned on, or the light switch on the wall needs to be turned on, if not
already, for the bulb to work during the power outage.
4. The charged bulb will also work by using the provided screw on cap for light on the go.
5. The fully charged bulb will last up to approximately 6 hours, depending on whether you are using bright
or dim mode.

How to test your bulbs to know that it will work in a real power outage
1.Fully charge the bulb using the instructions provided above.
2.Screw the provided power cap onto the bottom of the bulb.
3.Push the black button at the bottom of the cap if the charged bulb illuminates that tells you the bulb is working fine,
and it will work in the event of a power outage.
4.Putting the bulb in a lamp and unplugging the lamp will not simulate a power outage and the bulb will not come on
with this method. The Living Glow bulb has a smart chip that determines if it is a power outage or if it is unplugged.

To use the Battery Backup Mode Dimmable option
1. Using your already charged Living Glow bulb.
2. Screw the provided power cap onto the bottom of the bulb.
3. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap for the light to illuminate in the bright mode.
4. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap for the light to turn off.
5. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap again for the light to illuminate in the dim mode.
6. To get the bulb back into the bright mode, simply push the black button at the bottom of the cap again to turn the light
off and then push it again to turn it back on in the dim mode.
7. Dim mode will allow the bulb battery to last longer during a power outage.
8. The fully charged bulb will last up to approximately 6 hours, depending on whether you are using bright or dim mode.

Two color options Warm Light and Daylight

Power Cap: The power cap is a device that allows the LED rechargeable bulb to become

portable, use it as a flashlight to carry in your hand or hang it anywhere with the attached
hook. The power cap also allows you to use the bulb on bright mode or dim mode lighting.
The power cap DOES NOT charge the bulb. You must charge the bulb in the lamp or light
fixture per provided charging instructions. This device will only work with Living Glow LED
rechargeable Bulbs.

How to use the power caps
1. Using your already charged Living Glow bulb.
2. Screw the provided power cap onto the bottom of the bulb.

3. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap for the light to illuminate in the bright mode.

4. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap for the light to turn off.

5. Push the black button at the bottom of the cap for the light to illuminate in the dim mode.
6.Dim mode will allow the bulb battery to last

longer during a power outage.

7. To get the bulb back into the bright mode simply push the black button at the bottom of the cap again

to turn the light off and then push it again to turn it back on in the bright mode.

8. The fully charged bulb will last up to approximately 6 hours depending on whether you are using bright

or dim mode.

Bulb Stand: The bulb stand is a device that allows the LED rechargeable bulb to stand/
sit up on a table or hard surface. This device must be used with the provided power cap. It
allows the bulb to still be portable but gives you the ability to set it near where you are
needing light. The bulb stand DOES NOT charge the bulb. You must charge the bulb in the
lamp or light fixture per provided charging instructions. This device will only work with Living
Glow LED rechargeable Bulbs.

How to use the buld stand with the power caps
1. Using your already charged Living Glow bulb.
2. Screw the provided power cap onto the bottom of the bulb.

3.With the cap already screwed on to the bulb, fold the hanger hook to the side.

4. Set the bulb inside the bulb stand.

5. The bulb can be turned on before or after the bulb with cap has been placed in the bulb stand.
6.See provided power cap instructions to turn the bulb on and off and how to switch from

bright to dim mode.

7. To remove the bulb from the bulb stand, simply pick it up by the top of the bulb with one hand and

hold on to the bulb stand with the other hand.

Power Plug Adapter: The power plug is a device that allows the single socket lamp to become
portable so you can move the lamp from one room to another. The power plug adapter DOES NOT
charge the bulb. You must charge the bulb in the lamp or light fixture per provided charging
instructions. This device will only work with Living Glow LED rechargeable Bulbs.

How to use the power plug adapter
1.Using your already charged Living Glow bulb.
2. Screw the bulb into a single source socket lamp (a lamp with only 1 socket to screw in 1 bulb).

3. Remove the power cord from the wall outlet.

4. Plug the outlet into the provided power plug adapter.

5. Turn the lamp on, and the bulb will illuminate until the bulb needs re-charged.

6. Use this device to make your once stationary lamp portable.

Important Information
If used in a 3-way or dimmer switch type lamp the switch must be set on the last/highest setting of power
for it to work properly.
Remember to charge your bulb after each use to make sure it is ready for the next time you need it or
charge it with everyday use.

The Living Glow Battery Backup Light Bulb has a smart chip, the smart chip detects a power outage
as soon as it occurs and activates the bulb’s battery to provide up to approximately 6 hours of
emergency light depending on whether you are using bright or dim mode.
The Smart chip protects the bulb’s battery and prevents it from overheating or overcharging.
The Smart chip can also tell the difference between a power outage, and when you turn your light
switch off or unplug your light fixture. This allows you to use the bulb just like a standard bulb, even
during a power outage.
Made in China.
THIS DEVICE IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE WITH EMERGENCY EXITS
The battery in this device is not user serviceable. Refer service to manufacturer's qualified personnel only. Do
not incinerate

Do not charge the battery in temperatures below 32°F or higher than 112°F
The light bulb may be avoid any drop of product since there is battery inside.
CAUTION !
Rechargeable Batteries Must Be Recycled or Disposed of Properly.

This device complies with Part 15 of FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must accept any
interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to part 15 of FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and
can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does
cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning
the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or
more of the following measures:

-Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is
connected.
-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Warning: Any changes or modification to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible
for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
Responsible Party：KMS INC, 811 E Waterman Wichita KS 67202, 1-800-752-5262

Customer Service and Questions
For questions or part(s) on your Living Glow Light bulb please visit our website at
WWW.LIVINGGLOW.COM or email CUSTOMERSERVICE@1KMS.COM If you have
no online access please call 800-752-5262 x 251

Warranty

1 Year warranty with proof of purchase, you may be asked to return any defective bulbs for
inspection before a replacement is sent.
“We keep it BRIGHT, even in the DARK!”

WARM LIGHT

DAYLIGHT

